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Reports 

 

President’s Message 
By Louann Hansen 

First, let me tell you about the wonderful news here at Papillon Canada!  I would like to welcome Yvonne 
Lord and Frank LaFrance as new members of our club and Yvonne as our new All Ears Editor!  Yvonne 
brings with her years and years of dog experience, showing, breeding and training since 1983 with her 
Kerry Blue Terriers and Westies.  She has edited and produced 3 different newsletters including the 
Westie News and the Kamloops and District Kennel Club publication, as well as Groundwork, the 
newsletter of the Adult Basic Education Association of BC.  Yvonne and Frank had the good sense to fall 
head over heels in love with my particular favorite, Phalenes!  A very smart couple!  Please welcome both 
Yvonne and Frank with open arms! 

The Board has agreed that we will reduce the cost of ads in the newsletter now that we have gone 
electronic.  A full page ad with photos will be $10 per page as long as the ads are ready to go into the 
newsletter, so either a word document or a pdf file that requires no changes.  We are also introducing a 
business card ad costing $10, which will run for 4 issues of the newsletter.  

And on a more somber note, here we are, three months after my last missive for the newsletter, and not 
much has changed except for the cancellation of every dog associated activity in Canada, including our 
two boosters!  Aside from 2 or 3 shows in September, it seems that most of the dog shows in Canada have 
been cancelled due to fears of Covid-19 transmission.  The few dog shows that are still planning on going 
forward in September are likely to require judges and exhibitors to wear masks.  

What a different world we live in now!  Masks are routinely worn in many places and are be required wear 
in many more.  We have all been programmed to wash our hands constantly, if no water and soap, then 
alcohol based hand sanitizer is to be used.  Many people are still working from home or are laid off 
entirely.  Our economy has taken a dire hit that will probably take multiple years to recover from.  Of 
course, the dogs are delighted that we are all at home and could care less about a lack of shows and 
events as long as we can all still get to the dog food stores!  

 An unprecedented number of puppy inquiries have resulted from the Covid-19 lockdown.  I guess 
everyone thinks that now is the time to get a puppy since they are home to train it.  I sure hope all of us are 
placing puppies in the best homes that will continue to make the puppy a central part of their lives even 
after they go back to work or school.  Be aware that our Code of Ethics requires puppies to be 9 weeks of 
age or older before going to their new homes.  I personally think we should be keeping puppies until they 
are 3 months old so they get a chance to learn all they can about dog to dog communications from their 
mothers and the other dogs in the household.  Let’s all strive to produce the best puppies we can! 

We are still looking for a group to host the next National Specialty!  Fundraising is well underway with over 
$400.00 sitting in the bank earmarked for the next Specialty.  Maybe now is the time to start planning while 
we are all staying home with not a lot of extra activities happening! 

That’s it for now folks.  Stay safe, -Louann  
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Membership Chairperson’s Report 
Kathy French, Papillon Canada Membership Chairperson  

Since the writing of my last Membership Report in mid March, a lot has changed in my life & the lives of 
all of us throughout Canada & around the world. Who would have ever guessed that we would all be 
connected through such common bonds as frequent hand washing, physical distancing, the wearing of 
face masks when out & about in public, not to mention attending “Zoom” meetings & “Zoom” birthday 
gatherings. But that is what has united us these past few months, as well, of course, our love for our 
Papillons.  

I know that my little rescued Pap, Sadie, & my 2 feline friends, Andy & Ella, have benefitted greatly from 
my being at home every day, practically around the clock. And I, for one, am so grateful to have had the 
pleasure of their company during this time of recommended “lock down.” My animal companions have 
been a lifeline for me, when not being able to carry on with my regular life activities during this time of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. My hope is that all of you & your beloved Paps are well. These days, I am inspired & 
encouraged by the “mantra” of B.C.’s Provincial Health Officer, Dr. Bonnie Henry... “Be kind, be calm 
& be safe.” 

WELCOME to NEW MEMBERS 
I find it to be such wonderful news that even while living through a worldwide pandemic, there are still 
Papillon fanciers interested & eager to join our dog club. 
I would like to extend a very warm welcome to the following new joint Club members... 
 
Yvonne Lord & Frank La France  
P.O. Box #1033,  
Merritt BC, V1K 1B8  
E-mail: ylord54@gmail.com Sponsors: Moira Ure & Louann Hansen 
 
Yvonne & Frank are involved with Rally & Obedience, Breeding & Showing. 
Yvonne has already volunteered for the task of editing our online “All Ears” Newsletter! 
 
CONDOLENCES 
On behalf of the Papillon Canada Board of Directors, & all Papillon Canada Club members, I offer my 
sincere condolences to Club member, Lynne Beilhartz, whose son, Rick, passed away on April 14, 2020. 
A donation in his memory has been made to the Canadian Cancer Society. Our thoughts & prayers are 
with Lynne & her family. 
 
 
Papillon Canada Rescue Report 
 
By Mandiee O’Brien, Autumn and Justin, Papillon Canada Rescue Coordinator 
 
Hello Papillon Canada members, 

 It has been an interesting last few months with the COVID-19 response but it allows us to spend more 
time with our beautiful and handsome butterflies. We had a lovely little papillon come to us. Big thanks to 
Julia Beaton for taking in Miss Foxy, taking care of her and providing the vet care needed to bring Miss 
Foxy back to good health. She is doing wonderful, is healthy and very happy. She made her very first trip 
to a farm and made some new friends. Her retirement looks amazing. Julia has agreed to be Miss Foxy's 
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set for life home, so we all know that Miss Foxy is in great hands, will be well cared for and with Papillon 
Canada Rescue's support, will have her ongoing medical needs met. 

Beep and Daisy are also doing very well. Since being adopted just before Christmas, both have lost weight 
and are enjoying the extra time with their new families. 

In more exciting news, can you believe it’s that time of year again?!? Yes, it’s time for calendars!!!! This 
year, the lovely Dietlinde Wall will be taking the lead on making us all a beautiful calendar dedicated to our 
butterflies. We sold out last year thanks to Toby and Dietlinde’s support, so we are hoping to make this 
year another incredible year for our Papillons in need. All money made from the calendars goes straight 
back into caring for the Papillons that come into our care, so every little bit helps to make sure they’re 
getting the care they need in order to move onto the next exciting chapter of their lives 

At this time we are asking for our wonderful members and anyone they know with papillons that would love 
to participate to send their favourite photos to Dietlinde@shaw.ca. 

We are also inviting families to sponsor a month in the calendar! For $30 you can sponsor a month on the 
calendar (may make your payment through etransfer to Dietlinde’s email). First come first served for the 
month availability! This not only greatly helps cover the cost of the calendars for Papillon Canada Rescue 
(allowing us to have even more funds available for our Papillons), but we will also make sure that everyone 
who sponsors a month is given special recognition for their amazing contribution. 

Dietlinde has also asked that you provide the following information when submitting your photos: 

● Home province 
● Papillon’s call names 
● NO show photos please 😊 
● Has your Papillon crossed the rainbow bridge? (this is so we can provide a little recognition to 

them).  
● The BIGGER the photo size, the better quality! Photos that aren’t of good quality size may 

unfortunately not make it into the calendar, so please make sure they are of the highest resolution 
you can provide.  
 

If you have any questions at all about the calendar, please don’t hesitate to contact either Papillon Canada 
Rescue at papilloncanadarescue@hotmail.com or Dietlinde at Dietlinde@shaw.ca. 

We know times are challenging right now so whether you’re able to sponsor a month for the calendar for 
$30 or can contribute photos of your papillons, please know that anything you can do is loved and 
appreciated. 

Thank you to everyone for your continued support, especially through this hard time. It is truly people like 
you who make it possible to help our little friends find their furever homes. Stay safe <3 
 
Papillon Canada Rescue Report - B.C. Region 
 
By Julia Beaton, Papillon Canada Rescue – B.C. Rep 
 
In my last Rescue Report, I mentioned that we had a senior male Papillon come into Rescue.Ripley is a 10 
year old male Pap whose owner surrendered him due to having to relocate to anew home. His owner then 
suffered a tumble down some stairs.Consequently, she was unable tokeep him any longer. Ripley is still in 
the care of Papillon Canada Rescue.  
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Due to serious neglectin his previous home, he has a skin condition which has resulted in his skin and coat 
being very discoloured. He had also received a hair cut by his previous owner because of all of his mats, 
which of course caused him to look very sad.  
Ripley can be quite  anxious and does a lot of licking of his body and paws due to what we believe  is poor 
diet, plus having to spending a lot of time in his crate, leading to severe boredom. Not being able to get out 
of his crate to urinate has also added to his very poor skin and coat condition.  
 
Ripley is now on a grooming regime of bathing every  week, alternating with two 
special shampoos for a few weeks, each being allowed to soak into his skin for 5 minutes before being 
rinsed off. He appears to enjoy being bathed and of course, loves the attention he now receives, which 
was lacking in his previous home. His fur is finally beginning to grow back and he appears to be a lot 
happier. 
 
Ripley loves playing with the other dogs in his foster home - big and small, and he loves every adult and 
child he meets. Life is now good for Ripley. As soon as we have completed the care with his skin and a 
change to a healthier diet, he will be available for Adoption, hopefully in the next couple of months. He will 
require a very special “furever” family to live with for the rest of his life and we feel confident that the right 
family will be there for him when the time comes. 
 
More recently, we had a female Papillon come into Papillon Canada Rescue at the request of a local 
shelter, after spending 10 days waiting for her family to come for her. Sadly, no one even called to look for 
her. Foxy was found as a stray, wandering the streets and she was very thin. Her microchip and name 
tracked her to a breeder in Saskatchewan dating her to being 14 years old.  Since coming into Papillon 

Canada Rescue, Foxy has received complete Vet care, starting 
with a course of antibiotics to help with a few injuries to her 
face. She also had a very infected mouth due to her rotten 
teeth that been badly neglected. Following blood work, which 
came back showing nothing to alarm us, we went ahead with 
her dental, resulting in her losing 14 teeth.  
 
Foxy is a real trooper and is a lovely little Papillon, in spite of us 
finding out that she is blind. After having her eyes checked out 
by a Veterinary eye specialist, we were told that both of her 
retinas had detached from her eyes. This explained the 
scratches and lacerations to her face, likely caused from her 
inability to see where she was going and; consequently, 
bumping into things. In spite of her being totally blind, Foxy has 
now learned to navigate with confidence around my home. 
She also very much enjoys wandering around in my garden 
area and has learned to find her way back into the house by 
climbing 6 steps, all on her own. Foxy has now found a new 
home as well (with me) and she appears to be a very happy 
girl. She is very clean in the house, has gained some weight 
and her coat is now clean and shiny. My good friend, Club 
member Kathy French, has received and enjoyed so many 
pictures and videos of her that we feel that Foxy now has 2 
moms.  When this girl is sleeping, her snoring can be 
heard all through the house, music to our ears.  Foxy will 
remain in the care of Papillon Canada Rescue for the rest of 
her life. Due to her age, health issues and lack of vision, this 
will keep her safe. She is “Set for Life.” All of Foxy’s Vet care 
will continue to be covered by Papillon Canada Rescue. 
 

Photo By Betty Leach 
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Thank you to everyone who has donated to Papillon Canada Rescue in the past few years. Without your 
support Papillon Canada Rescue could not continue the work that we do. Rescue continues to need your 
support. 

 

Quebec Report 

By Sylvie D’Amboise, Lanaudière, Permanent Reg,  Regional Director 
 
It's been almost a year now since I decided to stop breeding dogs. Now the stress caused by mating and 
giving birth, which was often difficult, is a thing of the past. It is for this reason that I decided to withdraw 
but not the only reason. I now focus full time on loving them and enjoying their day-to-day company without 
any particular expectations. I now find my happiness in maintaining them and keeping them in good health 
as long as possible. I also decided, for their well-being, to place certain dogs in loving families who are 
close to my family. I have kept five dogs from 3 to 11 years old and about two years apart. 
 
Another reason that was just as important was that when you decide to exhibit, you have to have ‘’sacred 
fire’’. Since my beginnings in the canine world in 1988, the dog show has literally haunted my life, I loved it. 
I have led more than thirty dogs to their championship during my life as a breeder, I am very proud of it. 
But in recent years, my interest in dog shows has been decreasing more and more. I also tried some 
disciplines like obedience, rally-o and nosework for a few years, I liked these experiences especially the 
nosework. 
 
Now, I continue to take care of my adopters who often need advice. We also have a nice annual meeting 
to meet all of us. This year, because of the covid, I'm not sure we can do it. I also maintain an FB page 
dedicated only to my adopters, they know each other and fraternize together very often. On this page, they 
can put photos, we have conversations in addition to being a means to send them various articles on 
health, nutrition, vaccination. Somes exchange links on different subjects. 
 
As I am the only member of the Papillon Canada Club in Quebec, I will not have so much news to share in 
the future. Good luck to all in your canine projects and above all, be careful and stay healthy. 
 

Ontario Report 

By Vivian Hould, Ontario Director 
 
As I write this, I am enjoying such beautiful weather. Here in Ontario, we have had very hot weather. 
What’s also exciting is that tomorrow, we enter phase 2 of the opening of some stores and I am going to 
be getting a haircut. This is so exciting since I usually get a haircut every 5 weeks and now it’s been nearly 
4 months since my last cut. Wonders will never cease! 
 
My 2 dogs, Shasta and Timmy, have become so clingy during this pandemic. Shasta suffers from terrible 
separation anxiety and this isolation has not helped any to increase her anxiety when I leave her. I just 
hope that over time she will relax a bit but I am asking for too much. She is close to 13 years old and 
probably won’t change at this age. 
 
It’s wonderful that Yvonne has taken over the All Ears newsletter. I want to thank her on behalf of all 
Ontario members for doing this. I’ve seen the newsletters that she previously worked on and the quality 
was great and the presentation was excellent. Looking forward to reading All Ears. 
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News from Cora Vandekar: SalleysValley Reg. 

 
At the moment, Joshua (RBIS GCh, UKC Ch Kellika's King 
Joshua from Norway CGN) is number one Papillon in Canada 
and number two in the toy group. During the lockdown Joshua 
participated in the online paid dog show to benefit the struggling 
Norwegian Kennel club his birth club. He was best of breed in a 
nice lineup of Papillons. We are waiting for his ribbon from 
Norway. :) 
 
The virtual dog show was judged by European show judges. It 
was very well done and a welcome distraction from the Covid 19 
lockdown. 
 

In order to have a welcome distraction we started Rally and so far he really seems to enjoy it. He is such a 
Joy. Like to be busy and loves to strut his stuff. 
 
 
British Columbia Interior Report 

 
Nancy Lopaschuk, Regional Director 
 
First of all, I would like to welcome new members Yvonne Lord & Frank 
LaFrance of  Merritt BC to Papillon Canada and as Interior BC 
members. Also to thank Yvonne for taking on the production of All Ears 
newsletter. I hope all members will support Yvonne by sending articles 
and ads directly to her  and  Interior BC members will continue to send 
regular your news to me for each edition.  Yvonne has previous 
experience with newsletters and is new to Papillons but not new to the 
world of dogs. See her “about me” below as well as other BC Interior 
news below.  I also heard from Julia Beaton. Thanks Julia.  Her report is 
included with the rescue report.  

 
Wondering what I could do for an article for the newsletter, I contacted previous All Breed Handler and now 
All Breed Judge Elaine Whitney to send me some recollections of her younger days handling the Jaclair 
Papillons as she always talked about a Papillon by the name of Ziggi and how in all her years showing 
dogs, her Best In Show under Edd Bivin was her most memorable BIS ever.  Then I thought, why not 
contact Carol McLaughlin of Jaclair to see if she and her sisters would contribute to an article since our 
Best Of Breed perpetual trophy awarded at National Specialties is dedicated  by Carol in memory of her 
mother Clarice Babbidge. I would like to thank Elaine Whitney and the Babbidge sisters, Carol McLaughlin, 
Jacky (Jacqueline) Lubinskij, Jany (Jeanette) Mackenzie and Debbie Crabtree for their memories.  Many of 
you know Carol, Jacky, Jany & Debbie as previous Papillon Canada members, all involved in Rescue and 
other executive positions.  See the articles elsewhere in the newsletter. 

  
Yvonne Lord & Frank LaFrance, Merritt, BC 
(Kennel Name: Tiarna... is Irish for Lord... chosen when I 
was breeding Kerries)  About me.... I have been 'in' the 
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dog world since I was 12 years old and got my own pup. After that, I almost always had a dog. Then I got 
into the show dog world around 35 years ago... first in German Shepherds, Kerry Blue Terriers and for 
over twenty years, Westies. I moved into training quite gradually but have been very involved in Rally 
Obedience for the last 8 years.  
 
Frank is new to the dog world in general and showing and breeding are entirely new to him.  I was looking 
for my next competition dog when I saw Stormy and fell in love.  Frank and I went to Moira, thinking we 
would be on a puppy list for two years and were thrilled to find that the young dog I had just seen earn her 
final championship points was available. The rest is history for us...  
 
Storm came to stay with us and Moira, her breeder, has inveigled us into showing her, breeding her and 
becoming involved in Papillon Canada.  Thank you Moira! -   Yvonne 
Pics of our pups co-owned with Moira below.  
  
Moira Ure –  (Annacott Papillons & Phalenes) -  Grand Forks BC  

Like everyone else, it has been quite quiet around 
here as we await things opening up after the Covid 
19 pandemic. I do have a new puppy - Chaos. He 
was bred by Yvonne, Frank and me and was 
raised at Yvonne's house. Quite a little character. 
He is now almost 4 months old and is into the 
leggy stage. He seems to have inherited his sire's 
(Ch. Annacott Charming Chico) laid back attitude 
to life. He takes on new experiences with a calm 
wisdom - he just checks everything out and carries 
right on. His dam is Ch. Annacott Animato Ease 
Into It (Stormy). He is from a litter of 3 and so had 
2 siblings to tangle with before he arrived at our 
house. Sadie (Ch. Annacott Andali Such a 
Surprise) took over the mother role, Chico and 
Noelle the role of dogs to tussle with, and Holly, finally, has someone smaller than she is - so she keeps 
him on the right path! It is always interesting and fun to watch how the dogs accommodate a new arrival. 
My lot just seem to take things in stride with very little adjustments made. Chaos is just a bundle of love - 
and fit himself right into the pack - he loves them all. Chico & Chaos pictured beside.. 

 
Candace Gauthier, Surrey BC 
 
Since there is no agility it seems there is not much to report.  I 
have been working with my 18 month old Emily  on how to be 
gentle and how to treat dogs. She helps me feed them and 
ALWAYS lets me know if they are out of water.  She is really 
good at saying 'cookie' and putting her hand out for a treat to 
give her fur brothers Ollie (Bloom An's Little Dickens) and Iggy 
(Annacott Animato Enigma). There has been some training of 
the little human that dog cookies are not for her too and her 
food is not for them, a work in progress LOL. The boys have 
been so good with her and are learning she is a food machine 
LOL.  Emily now 
wants to walk them 
and this entails a 

double leash for safety but she loves it.  I think she will be a 
junior handler in the future! Both boys love to play fetch with her 
(I throw the toy and they bring to 'her' aka US and we do this for 
hours!  It is good for all of us. I am very blessed that Annette 
Blomquist, Louann Hansen and Moira Ure have bred sound 
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dogs that are great with the little human :).  When we can we are working on some Agility basics with Iggy 
and just playing with Ollie.  Being stuck at home in the yard has been nice for the dogs to have us around 
all the time :)      
  
Pictures above and below are of Candace’s daughter, 18 month old Emily, with 
Iggy, the red Phalene and Ollie  the tri Pap 

 
Nancy & Richard Lopaschuk (Nanrich Perm Reg’d) – Cranbrook BC 
 
Since Covid-19 surfaced, there is no news of shows, trials and performance events  since our last 
newsletter.  I think most of us have been at home cleaning, gardening and just basically getting caught up 
on chores on the bucket list.  As for our canine activities, I know at our house, the grooming and some 
training still happening along with a lot of playtime and just hanging out with our crew.  No litters planned 
this spring as we had plans to attend shows in Canada and drive to the Papillon Club of America National 
Specialty in Des Moines but with all shows either cancelled or postponed.   Below is “Keeper” helping me 
out with the gardening and whole crew  hanging out in the yard.   
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Alberta/Manitoba/Saskatchewan Report 
 

By Jennifer Raymaakers 

 

I Found these comic strips about a papillon named Sakura, I have seen several of them that 

are very cute but these ones made me chuckle and I thought I would share with the rest of 

you. 

 

Jennifer Raymaakers – 

Paradisewing Papillons 

 

It’s been a pretty slow year 

among all this craziness we 

now call the norm. Here at 

Paradisewing Papillons it’s 

been fun and training with 

the dogs since the end of 

March when I found myself 

with a whole lot of extra 

time on my hands. Dad and 

I designed and built a play structure for the paps to have fun with 

and boy do they ever, Arson thinks it is the greatest thing since 
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sliced bread. Pictured above is the fun center, we may have gone a tad overboard with the 

decorating 😊  

  

Right now, we are taking this time to practice Rally as well as work on learning and 

perfecting tricks. Arson achieved his novice trick dog title and is now OHBIS RBIS MBPIS GCh 

Runway’s N’ Paradisewing’s Set The World On Fire NTD. We are working towards our next 

level currently. Other than that, there really isn’t much to report from our neck of the woods. 

I hope everyone is staying safe and enjoying any extra time they have with their papillons. 

 

Louann Hansen – Animato Papillons and Phalenes 

 

Big news here at Animato.  We have a new litter of phalene puppies born on April 28th.  Dam 

is “Oakley”, Andali Animato Annie Oakley and sire is the very well known “Griffy” Am GCH, 

FCI Intl CH, Can CH, PR CH, Ltn Am CH, PanAm CH Akai’s Dresden Green Diamond.  Oakley 

gave me 3 girls and a boy to pick from and is an excellent momma dog!  We have been 

calling the pups after what we have been bad about eating these last few months....so 

welcome, Chip, Candy, Cookie and Bubbles! 

  

    

 

      

If I had known that we were going to be locked down for 3-4 months, I probably wouldn’t 

have had this litter.  But hindsight is always 20/20!  I have experienced an unprecedented 

number of puppy inquiries over the past month.  I think people are a little bored right now 

and think a puppy is the way to go to relieve some of that boredom.  I have tried to weed 

out those that won’t be committed after their social life resumes, but it is a tough go.  
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Everyone assures me the pup will be the centre of attention forever!  Now on to the next 

phase where I meet people.  That too is proving to be difficult.  I have my fingers crossed 

that we get some nice warm days so the pups can go outside, and prospective buyers can 

come visit, see the pups and get grilled by me, all the while maintaining some semblance of 

social distancing!  Better than having people in my living room!  

  

Other than the puppies, we are busy putting our gardens in order after a very long and very 

snowy winter!  I hope it all looks great in another few weeks.     

 

Toby Hately – Rae Anne Papillons 

 

We have been keeping very quiet here at Rae Anne Kennels. Rae Anne’s Finishing Touch 

(Tucker) has sired 3 litters! The first was to my Rae Anne’s Such A Lady (Fancy), the second 

was to a girl named Moor and we have decided to repeat the breeding to Fancy which will be 

due July 15th. We will also be breeding 

Rae Anne’s Lasting Impression (Ruby) to 

Riff Raff’s Roadhouse when she comes 

into season.  

 

Out of the first litter with Tucker and 

Fancy, we kept a little girl.  Rae Anne’s 

Some Like It Hot (Sizzle) and are looking 

forward to her debut in the show ring! 

We have been out camping with the dogs 

a few times. Sizzle fits right into the pack 

and is bold and outgoing.  

  

We miss you all and can’t wait to catch up 

at a show… any show!  Stay safe and 

keep well!  
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(Many thanks to Nancy Lopaschuk, who arranged for these lovely articles 

about the Jaclair Papillons.)-ed 

 

My Date with Ziggi  
 

By Elaine Whitney 

NOTE: This was written from my memory 
of 42 years ago.  
 
(Elaine Whitney was an All Breed 
Professional Handler for many years 
and now is an All Breed Judge. Elaine 
along with her husband Robert (Bob) 
Whitney, also an All Breed Judge also 
was a Professional Handler as well and 
they now breed and exhibit Cavalier 
King Charles Spaniels. ) 

I knew Clarice and Jack Babbidge. Not 
well, they were a nice older couple who 
came to the shows together and showed 
their Papillons.  

I heard she won the American National, owner handled, under Anne Rogers Clark. I heard that Clarice was 
not well. I heard she passed away. However they were not in my circle. I felt sad but on with my own life.  

So can you imagine my surprise when Garret Lambert came to my setup in late 1977 and asked if I would 
be interested in showing a Papillon? He explained that he had other commitments and he thought I was 
the right person to show this particular dog.  

He brought Jack to meet me and the fairy tale began.  

Jack had his ideas about handlers and they didn’t exactly match mine so our first problem was to get on 
the same page for what we could both live with and what was best for the dog.  

Jack wanted to bring the dog to me at the show, at ring side, groomed and ready to go. I like the dog in my 
set up for the weekend. So we reached an agreement. He brought the dog to me in the morning and took 
him home with him at night. Not ideal but it worked for us.  

The first show I remember was the Metropolitan Kennel Club show in 1977. The judge for the Breed and 
group was Edd Bivin. I didn’t know him and I heard he was a difficult judge to show to. I was at the show 
by myself, with 15 other dogs, so when the judge called for the wicket I was surprised. I looked around the 
ring and there were no big dogs. I learned that day that that there was an under sized DQ also. I also 
learned that Mr. Bivin often measured and was never wrong. I won the breed and the group under Mr. 
Bivin which was a great way to start out with a new client.  

The next day was another judge I did not know, Charlie Hamilton, I won the Breed and Group again. How 
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great was that. I was glad I had my evening dress to wear in Best in Show. The Met was formal on 
Saturday night.  

I barely had time to get ready. I ran in and realized I had very strong competition. There was a great line up 
of dogs. Edd Bivin was the judge. At the end he pulled the Newfoundland and my dog to the centre of the 
ring. The tall and the small. Both White and Black. I won that Best in Show and it was my most memorable 
Best in Show as a professional handler. It had also been Clarice’s dream to win the Met, so a dream came 
true for her also.  

In those days dog shows started in March and finished in November so that was it for 1977 for Ziggi.  

Jack called me in January and said he wanted to talk. He explained he could not afford to campaign the 
dog but he wanted to campaign Ziggi, in Memory of his wife. He told me he could pay the entry and the 
pictures but what kind of deal could we make for the handling.  
He built, with the help of Richard Paquette, the front of my kennel. We also agreed the dog could travel 
with me. I won that one.  

Ziggi won 60 group firsts and 20 Best in 
Shows that year, as well as many group 
placements.. I cannot begin to talk about 
them all, however here are some 
highlights. Guelph was a 3 day show. 
The first day was Merlin Vanderkinder.  

He placed the toy dogs one to 
seventeen. I was number seventeen. I 
won Best in Show the other two days. 
One of the judges was Anne Rogers 
Clark. Van and I did become friends 
after that and I never let him forget it.  

The Barrie Show was the biggest show 
of the year in those days but the grass 
was too long for a Papillon. So I flew to 

Winnipeg. Martin Dorothy was my assistant. We took 10 dogs with us. I did win two Best in Shows. The 
funny thing was my competition there was Garret Lambert. The great thing was I met Sue Ellen Rempel 
and her husband. They were very nice to me. No one else was. We are still friends.  

We went to the Midland show. I thought Best in Show was not in the picture. The judge went to the table to 
mark his book. A bunch of kids including mine, were standing there. He said to them, who should win. My 
kids said the Papillon. He turned around and said the Papillon was Best in Show.  

I flew to Thunder Bay. The judges were good toy judges. I got picked up at the airport by Edgar Bajona 
and Archie Nagel. Archie was there to win Best in Show under Leslie Rogers. He loved Archie’s black 
Afghan. In Best in Show Leslie looked a long time at Ziggi. I had won the other two Best in Shows, but he 
was obviously smitten by the Afghan. He sent us around one last time. A plane flew over the building and 
the Afghan hit the ground. Ziggi won Best in Show. There were lots more to the story but not to be 
revealed here. The judges at the show were Susie May Weir, Leslie Rogers and Edd Bivin.  
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We all had judges that were good for us and that we enjoyed showing to. One of mine was Lois Burpee. I 
saw that she was judging at Three Rivers. So Laurie my daughter, then twelve, took 8 dogs and went off to 
Three Rivers. Two shows, the other judge was someone called Mr. James Reynolds. I heard as soon as I 
got there that I had wasted my time. Some famous pointer from the States was there and was going to win 
both Best in Shows. WRONG! Ziggi won both Bests and Laurie got to show my poodle Solitaire in the Best 
in Show ring.  

Ziggi was eligible for the Maritime Spectacular. So I took him and flew to Truro. The building had a dirt floor 
, the Spectacular was formal dress, 
Best in Show for dogs that had one a 
group in the Maritimes., He won both 
All Breed Shows and the 
Spectacular. The story behind the 
show. The two judges were Knut 
Egbert and Charlie Hamilton. I was 
told they spent the whole time telling 
each other how great the Papillon 
was.  

Clarice had whelped a litter just 
before she passed away. She had 
another male (AM/CAN CH Jaclair’s 
Major) in the wings for when Ziggi 
retired. He never reached his 
potential because Jack passed away  
before he had a chance. He was 
Ziggi’s Grandson and his name was 
Jacalair’s Major. Two short stories about Major.  

We never wanted to show him against Ziggi, but he was too nice to waste, so we decided to send him for 
one weekend with Richard and Wendy Paquette to Thunder Bay. So I went Best in Show in Kitchener with 
Ziggi and Richard went Best in Show with Major on the same day.  

Jack wanted the two dogs to go to Westminster, Major in the classes and Ziggi as a Special. Jack was so 
sure we could win. The judge was not a good judge for Ziggi but I went to try to win.  

Major won Winners and Jack had to come in the ring with Major for the breed.  

Ziggi did not win but Major went Best Of Winners and Jack was thrilled that he had won.  

Ziggi was a fearless little dog except for two things, he was terrified of thunder storms and he did not like 
the fans in the top of arenas. We always found the switch for the fan when we arrived at the show.  

We turned it off when Ziggi was in the ring. I was surprised that no one ever figured out what we were 
doing. We couldn’t do anything about the thunder storms.  

Ziggi was not a perfect dog but he was a good dog and liked to show. All he needed was somebody to 
hold his lead. I had a great time with him that year, but more than that Jack Babbidge became my best 
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friend. He never questioned my care of his dogs.  

Ziggi held the record for Best in Shows by a Papillion for many years. The record was broken by Loteki 
Super Naturalbeing. 
 

Jaclair Papillons  

(Jack and Clarice 

Babbidge)    

Below are memories from their four daughters growing up, 
all  who later became Papillon Canada members and 
were involved on the Executive for several years and all 
four sisters were volunteers for Papillon Canada Rescue 

Today, “Jaclair” is owned by Jack & Clarice's daughter 
Carol McLaughlin and her husband, Paul.   Carol and 
Paul are no longer breeding or showing Papillons but still 
have two rescues.  The Best Of Breed Perpetual trophy 
awarded at our National Specialty was donated by Carol 
McLaughlin “ In Memory of her Mother Clarice Babbidge” - 
Nancy L 

 

Carol (Babbidge) McLaughlin 

I did not realize it at the time but I grew up in a strange family.  Looking back our household must have 
seemed very chaotic to outsiders.  It was a busy household that had  way too many dogs, four young girls, 
and people and puppies coming and going all the time. Life was exciting, with trips to shows nearly every 
weekend. It was extra special when they came home with BOB, BOG and even BIS trophies.  The house 

was full of fun, laughter and love. I felt lucky to 
be part of so much positive activity. Such was 
the Jaclair household. 

Our mom, Clarice emigrated from England to 
Ontario in 1947  to marry our Dad, Jack 
Babbidge.  Her parents had bred and shown 
Papillons in England  before the war and a 
few years later, she and Jack decided to help 
establish the Papillon breed in Canada. There 
were not many Papillons in North America at 
the time – let alone in Canada.  They 
imported a bitch from the U.K., and so  Jaclair 
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Kennel was on its way. They went on to have great  success in the show ring in both Canada and the U.S. 
In recognition of the incredible influence of the Jaclair lines, the BOB trophy for Papillon Canada is 
dedicated to our mom, Clarice Babbidge.  

I have asked my sisters Jacky Lubinskyj, Jany Mackenzie and Debbie Crabtree to join me in describing 
what it was like growing up in this amazing household.  

 

Jacky (Babbidge) Lubinskyj  - Memories of Showing 

I am sure as children we all have interesting memories of our outings to the dog shows. The day usually 
started in a flurry of activity washing dogs, packing equipment then the inevitable early morning car ride to 
the show. 

Mom and Dad’s record at the shows is 
well known but what I remember vividly 
was the pair of them always willing to talk 
to and help anyone at the shows, and 
many people always hanging around 
them. Always with the highest regard for 
other competitors they never had a bad 
word to say about anyone and they 
always had time for everyone. 

Walking around in the ring with Mom or 
Dad was always a thrill and I always tried 
to copy their every move But it was 
ringside where the watching, listening and 
learning took place and the seeds that 
developed into our deep love of Papillons 
were planted. 

I remember being very young and I was 
entered in junior showmanship definitely 
my first time in the ring Mom and Dad stood so proud outside the ring and when I came out I got hugs and 
congrats. It was not till the ride home when we were alone they explained I should have had the dog on my 
left side like all the other children had, but they made sure I knew they were very proud anyway. 

Lots of holidays were taken around shows and many lifelong friendships were made and for that I am truly 
grateful. 

After the show we would jump into the station wagon and off we would go on our ride home with all of us 
happy and tired and this is when Mom would usually start planning their next show and when we would 
hear Dad say "Ok Clarie!" and take us safely home. 

It was a wonderful way to grow up and we were always reminded when we had dinner of all of their 
accomplishments because of the trophy wall we had in our dining room. 
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Jany (Babbidge) Mackenzie 

Growing up as part of the Jaclair Kennels was the best experience I think any kid could have had. It meant 
we always had a friend to play with. Our job as children in the household was to socialize the dogs. In 
return we got unconditional love from a house full of beautiful Papillons. I remember many exciting days 
waiting for a litter to come into the world and when they did we were told we had to wait a day before we 
could handle them. With four girls in our family we loved the puppies and treated them like our babies. The 
best part about going to bed every night was having your bed full of dogs to cuddle with. The show dogs 
were also part of the nightly snuggle routine. I think all these positive experiences growing up led to the 
four of us eventually all having loving Papillon's in our own home. We all turned to papillon rescue to give 
happy and needy homes to our precious little butteries. Thank you to my sister Debbie Crabtree and her 
husband Bob Crabtree who coordinated Papillon Rescue for 21 years and did an amazing job to homing 
hundreds of precious little butteries. 

Debbie (Babbidge) Crabtree 

A longtime childhood friend told me 
growing up I had the most chaotic 
household she had ever been in.  I 
thought it was all normal.  I grew up in 
a home with 15 – 20 papillons at any 
given time.  I never kept count, it just 
never mattered. All papillons in our 
home were well cared for, healthy and 
well socialized.  My Dad was a big 
burly carpenter, other than going to 
work you would never see him without 
his Papillons.   

Being the youngest of four girls, 
everyone started school and I was 
home all day with the dogs.  They became my playmates.  I got older and became a teenager and was 
distracted by other things.  But my Pap, Gidget was always there patiently waiting for me to come home.  I 
could never sneak in past my curfew, she would always give me away.  I consider Gidget my first rescue.  
She paid me back tenfold with dedication and love.  I can still picture her excitement as I walked in the 
door.  She was a trooper and she lived a long healthy life. 

Being the youngest child, almost every weekend was a trip away to a dog show.  My older sisters got to 
stay home.  These were long days as my parent’s Papillons frequently won Best of Breed, Best in Group 
and sometimes Best in Show.  I relate to the Movie “Best in Show”.   My mother was very involved in the 
Papillon dog world and even helped set the standard for the Papillon breed and was a big part in starting 
Papillon Canada in the beginning years.   

When I was 20, my mother passed away. Two years later my father passed on and I went for years without 
a dog.   My sister took over the Jaclairs kennel name and dabbled with breeding.  She had a lovely little 
dog named Jaclairs Déjà vu.  DJ was her call name.  DJ did well in the show ring and became a Canadian 
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and American Champion.  We were lucky enough to be asked if we would like to have Dj come live with us 
in her retirement.  We were thrilled and honored to have her!  DJ blended in immediately.    

While growing up in the Jaclair home, any papillon in need that was brought to our attention was brought 
into our home and treated with respect and love.  When we were asked to be Papillon Canada Rescue 
Coordinators it just seemed natural for us to say yes.  

A full history can be found on the website http://www.jaclair.ca/  

 

Phalene Ears 

By Marion Ford 

One must be patient when breeding phalenes. The ears can 
take up to 2 years to settle in.  Most people don’t don’t have 
that kind of fortitude. To my knowledge, there is nothing in 
writing about Phalene ears and the patience needed to know 
whether or not you have one.  

Griffy, AmGCH, Can CH, FCI, PR, Latin American Ch. Akai’s Dresden Green Diamond is a case in point. 
Born of Phalene parents, his ears went up, and down, and up, and down again.  

Phalenes and Papillons are shown as the same breed in the USA, UK, Canada, and Australia. In member 
countries of the Fédération Cynologique Internationale  (created in May, 1911, hereinafter called FCI) the 
breed is called Epagnual nain Continental, with the 2 varieties judged separately. 

The Canadian Kennel Club Standard (and the American Kennel Club) says: Ears: the ears of either the 
erect or drop type should be large with rounded tips and set on the sides and toward the back of head. 
Ears of the erect type are carried obliquely and move like the spread wings of a butterfly. When alert, each 
ear forms an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the head. The leather should be of sufficient strength to 
maintain the erect position. Ears of the drop type, known as Phalene, are similar to the erect type but are 
carried drooping and must be completely down. 

This description of the ears is from the FCI Standard 

Variety with hanging ears, called : PHALENE. The ear at 
rest is set high, considerably higher than the eye line, 
carried hanging and yet quite mobile. Garnished with wavy 
hair which may reach quite a length which gives the dog a 
pretty appearance. • Variety with erect ears, called : 
PAPILLON. The ear is set on high, the auricle (external ear) 
well open and turned to the side; the inner edge of the 
auricle forming an angle of approx. 45° with the horizontal. 
In no case must the ear point upwards, which would be like 
a Spitz type ear and must definitely be rejected. The inside 
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of the auricle is covered with fine hairs, also wavy. The longest hairs extending slightly 
beyond the edge of the ear; the outer face, on the contrary, is covered with long hair 
forming hanging fringes extending well beyond the edges of the ear. Cross-breeding of 
the two varieties often produces semi-erect ears, with drooping tip; this mixed form of ear 
carriage is a serious fault. 

You will note that the CKC skims over the description of the Phalene ear, merely noting that it is ‘similar’ to 
the Papillon except they are carried ‘drooping’ and must be completely down. The impression most judges 
infer from this sentence is that the ear is immobile.  

I feel that when this Breed Standard was implemented, the Phalene was not considered equally.  A 
Phalene has just as many muscles in his ears as a Papillon does.   It’s obvious that the ‘drooping’ ears 
cannot move like the “spread wings of a butterfly”, but they are still completely mobile, moving back when 
the dog is in motion, and with the force of gravity, will flip up when the dog is raising his head to look at a 

person, or a treat!  Some Phalenes can even 
‘clamp’ their ears to the sides of their head, or 
semi-lift them.   A Phalene’s ears should never 
go completely up on their own in adulthood.  

Puppies haven’t ‘read the book’, and during 
growth and teething can carry their ears erect 
for a period of time.   The science doesn’t exist 
as to why that happens.   Most Breeders 
attribute the strange ear carriage to calcium 
needs and teething while the puppy is growing. 
I have learned to be patient with my Phalenes. 
Common knowledge passed down from breeder 
to breeder says to give a Phalene up to two 
years before declaring the ears settled. 

 

 

Editor’s Message 

By Yvonne Lord 

Hello Everyone! As a new member as well as new editor, I would like to thank you all for 
the very warm welcome that you have extended to me and my partner, Frank. I am afraid 
I must apologise - I am preparing this issue on Google Docs, which is not as versatile as 
other programs I have used. I don’t have a choice on this issue as my house is currently 
completely disrupted by renovations. We have really 4 rooms (one is an open 
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kitchen/living room) and there is work being done in 3 of the 4. My life is all packed up 
and I have no idea where to find my external drive to reinstall my programs! Please 
forgive me and I promise, the next issue will look much more professional!  

I would like to thank all the contributors who sent in news to their regional 
representatives as well as John Morin, who designed this issue’s cover, Betty Leach who 
sent me a lovely picture of her Sunshine, and Marion Ford who wrote the piece on 
Phalene ears.  

Advertising - the Board has approved a serious change to advertising.  One page ads 
will be $10 no matter how many photos there are.  The only smaller size ad is going to 
be a business card ad, which will cost $10 per year. The one stipulation is that the ads 
are in pdf or jpg format and I don't need to do any layout or formatting.  

I will always be looking for artwork, photography and articles about our beloved dogs. I 
am particularly interested in shots of our butterflies being themselves - active and 
engaged in enjoying life. I am hoping to keep publishing articles about the history of our 
breed and our foundational kennels, as well as pieces on structure, health, grooming and 
management. I would also like to add a Litterbox feature so we can all know who has 
puppies - partly so we can look forward to their successes, but also to be able to refer 
puppy buyers to our members. Please feel free to phone and chat with me about 
whatever ideas you might have! My phone number is 250-378-5166 and my email is 
ylord54@gmail.com.  

The next issue will be out at the end of September. Hopefully, we will have a little bit of 
show news to share by then!  

Thanks! Yvonne 
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